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From the editor's desk
 

COVID, cloud, and clients… oh my! In this issue, read how we reached our step-by-step

business continuity plan during COVID-19. Gain access to a cloud-focused microsite with

lots of helpful information—with resources for everyone, no matter where you are on

your cloud journey. Hear about an exciting new client project with Mölnlycke, a Swedish

medical solutions company; read more below.
 

 

 

 

 

 

Editor's pick
Mindtree partners with Mölnlycke for enterprise application
and cloud transformation journey

Mindtree has partnered with Mölnlycke to provide SAP application development and

maintenance along with cloud operations. Mindtree will help migrate Mölnlycke’s on-

premise SAP to Microsoft Azure and accelerate towards a platform-led DevSecOps

operating model, ensuring faster response to business changes, and reliable IT support.
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Cloud thought leadership series
The Cloud Thought Leadership Series is a curated set of whitepapers and on-demand

webinars created by Mindtree, in association with our partners and clients. This simple

microsite features platform-led cloud migration approaches and is designed to help break

down business barriers that deliver the desired cost savings and business value—no

matter where you are on your cloud journey.
 

 

 

 

 

Building digital resiliency for the next
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Handling COVID-19 with a
smile on our faces!

Mindtree is truly a digital company that

leverages new technologies internally

while also implementing them for clients.

Hear how we looked beyond our

established ways of doing things during

the start of COVID-19 and changed our

business continuity plan to mitigate

potential losses on every level—from

clients, to employees, to stakeholders,

and beyond. See how we’ve reshaped and

rebuilt our enterprise resilience to last

beyond this pandemic.

 

Re-imagine �nancial close
with SAP S/4HANA Group
Reporting

SAP S/4HANA Group Reporting is SAP’s

strategic solution for �nancial

normal
Mindtree, along with leading management consulting �rm, Everest Group, organized the

Possibilities Forum—Ensuring Post-Pandemic Readiness, to discuss digital journeys that

would effectively support post-pandemic business models. The forum brought together

CXOs across industries to discuss current trends: achieving organization agility, best

practices for digital transformations, creating added value post-pandemic, and

determining the best path to recovery now.
 

 

 

 Mindtree musings  
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Watch Video

consolidation and management

reporting, providing end-to-end

transparency from accounting

documents to consolidated �nancial

statements. In this on-demand webinar,

our expert panel discusses group

reporting and how it is the foundation for

better transparency, data quality, and an

accelerated group close process.
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